2019 LANGUAGE SUMMER CAMPS
FOR CHILDREN AND TEENS

Our summer camps introduce children (ages 6-12) and teens (13+) to different languages and cultures by providing a fun learning environment that focuses on hands-on activities and interactions in the target language. No prior knowledge is required and children of higher levels can be accommodated. Camps meet from 8:30-4:00 pm in Wells Hall. Morning-only options (8:30-12:00 pm) are available for all kids camps.

Early registration rate (full payment due by May 17, 2019):
$275 for all-day camps (lunch provided by parents) $135 for half-day camps

After May 17: $295 for all-day camps (sack lunch provided by parents), $145 for half-days
B&A available upon request for an additional charge

*We are offering two French and two Spanish kids camps this summer. Topics covered in these camps are different. Students can register for either or both camps.

Enroll at: http://camps.cal.msu.edu
For information or questions,
call 517-355-7587 or
e-mail cls@celta.msu.edu
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